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Article Body:
Throughout the United States many consumers and businesses are electing to purchase bottled dr

This increase in demand is significant as bottled water has also gained considerable share fro

Private label drinking water is the fastest growing segment of the total bottled water industr
¯

Why the Strong Demand for Bottled Water?

The continued growth in bottled water consumption is mainly comprised of four elements, which
¯
¯
¯
¯

Good taste and quality of the product
Convenience of delivery
Supplier customer service
A product line offering that meets the needs of the customer

Country-wide, the bottled water industry has moved quickly to respond to the needs of the mark
¯

The Northern Virginia Market for Bottled Water

Northern Virginia population has grown dramatically in the last ten years largely due to the m

The State of Virginia ranks among the highest in terms of violation of EPA maximum contaminant

Many of the new arrivals in Northern Virginia are young urban professionals with young familie

Because of water quality problems in Northern Virginia, the growth in bottled water demand see
¯

5 Valuable Tips for Selecting a Bottled Water Supplier

In Northern Virginia there are many choices facing the consumer that seek an alternative to ta
1.

Quality and Taste of Water

Choose the purest, best tasting water. There are many types of water that vary in quality and

In addition to quality, taste is an important consideration. The taste of bottled water should

Purified Water removes all contaminants, which allows many experts to believe that the distill
2.

Broad Product Offering

The consumer should look for a company that offers home delivery of high-quality coolers, 5 ga

Since private label water is now available for corporate events, weddings, birthdays, annivers

3.

Total Customer Satisfaction

Many bottled water suppliers promise customer satisfaction, but few deliver on that promise. A

Poor customer service will rapidly offset a seemingly low price. Consider total value includin
4.

Ease of Ordering

Ease of ordering should be a priority and long term contracts should be avoided. Frequently, s

Ordering off the internet is very convenient if the site is truly interactive. Choose a suppli
A limited number of suppliers offer the ability to design private label drinking water on the
Those suppliers who have invested in a powerful, interactive site offer their customers added
5.

Complementary Products

Home and office delivery of bottled water also offers a distribution channel for other product

Bottled water offers a healthy alternative to tap and well water in Northern Virginia; and hom
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